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SOLVABLE OPERATOR SEMIGROUPS WITH AN 

APPLICATION TO SHORT EXACT SEQUENCES 

By Louis Dale 

1. Introduction 

When an attempt is made to generaIize certain theorems concerning groups 

to semigroups, it is reasonable to expect that additional conditions are nec

essary. P. J. Allen and W. R. Windham [1] proved the isomorphism theorems 

for certain operator semigroups and used those results to prove Schreier’s 
refinement theorem and the Jordan-Holder theorem. In order to obtain those 

results. they used the concept of relatedness among subsemigroups and consi
dered homomorphisms that were semimaximaI. The purpose of this paper is to 
extend their results to solvable operator semigroups and make an application to 
short exact sequences. An example is given to illustrate these concepts. 

2. Basic definitions and fnndamentals 

The definitions used in this paper are basically the same as those appearing
in [I]. Throughout this paper, quotients will be structured with respect to the 

congruence defined by Dubreil [2]. 

DEFINITION 2.1. An operator semigroup is a triple (G , M , .) consisting of an 

associative semigroup G with an identity 1, an operator set M , and a mapping 

of GxM into G such that 

(1) (glg 2)m = (glm)(g2m) , (2) 1m=1 

for each giεG and mεM. This system will be called an M-sem z"group G. 

DEFINITION 2.2. A subset H of an M-semigroup G is called an M-sμbsemi
group 01 G if H is itself an M-semigroup with respect to M and the operation 

in G. 

DEFINITION 2.3. An M-subsemigroup H of an M-semigroup G is called a. 
k-subsem z'group of G if gεG， hEH and ghEH imply that gεH. 

If the operation in G is addition, then H is a k-M-subsemigroùp of G if gε 

G, hεH and g+hεH imply that gεH. The k-M-subsemigroups were very-
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useful in the development of the isomorphism theorems for operator semigroups. 

DEFINITION 2. 4. An M -subsemigroup H of an M -semigroup G is said to be 
normal in G, denoted H이G， if Hg=gH for all gεG. 

The notions of M-homomorphism, kernel, and isomorphism will be the same 
as those used for operator groups. 

DEFINITION 2.5. A homormophism η from an M-semigroup G1 to an M
‘semigroup Gz will be called semz"1ηaxz'mal if g 1η=gzη implies that gl ker ηngz 
ker η~ø. 

DEFINITION 2.6. Let H 1 and H z be M -subsemigroups of an M -semigroup G. 

H 1 is related to Hz provided gi' 윌rεHi and glgZ=g{ gz' imply the existence 
.of elements a, bεH1nHz such that gla=g{b. Hl is said to be close!y γe!ated 

/0 H z if H 1 is related to every M -subsemigroup of H 2' 

1t is clear that an M-semigroup is closely related to each of its M-subsemi
groups and if H 1 and H 2 are M-subsemigroups of an M-semigroup G such that 

HzCHl' then H 1 and Hz are closely related. 
The concepts of relatedness among M-subsemigroups of an M-semigroup and 

‘semimaximal homomorphism were the aàditional conditions necessary to enable 
Allen and Windham to extend the isomorphism theorems to operator semi
groaps. 

The following theorems may be found in [1]. They are crucial to the study 
.of solvable M-semigroups. Consequently, they are stated here for completeness. 

THEOREM 2.7. (Fundamental theorem of homomorphisms). Let η be a semi
maxz'mal homomoψhz'sm 01 an M-semz'group G1 0ηto an M-semz'group G2 sμch that 
ker η이G1. Theη G/ker η즈G'}: 

THEOREM 2.8. (Correspondence theorem). Let η be a semz'maxz"mal homomor
þhism Irom an M-semz'group G1 onto an M-semigroμ:p G2 and {Hα} the collecUon 
.01 all k-M-sμbsemigroups 01. G1 that contaz'n ker η• The maPPing H→Hη z·S 0%

to-one 01 {H a} onto the collecUon 01 all k-M-subsemigro때s 01 G2• 

THEOREM 2.9. (Lattice theorem). Let G be an M-semigroμ:p and H a normal 

.k-M-sμbsemigroup 01 G. Then any k-M-subsemigroup 01 G/H z's 01 thelorm N/H, 
where N z's a k-M-sμbsemigro때 01 G containing H. 11 N 1 and N 2 are dz'sUnct 
k- M-subsemigro때s 01 G containing H , then N / H aηd NzlH are dist쩌ct k-M
.subsemigroups 01 G/ H. 11 N이G， then N/H이G/H. 
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THEOREM 2. 10. (First isomorphism theorem). Let η be a semimaximal homo

morPhism Irom an M-semigroμ:p G1 onto an M-semigroup G2• Let H be a ηorma[ 
k-M-subseηzz·grO째 01 G1 that conta써s ker η. Then G/H르G2/Hη. 

COROLLARY 2.11. 11 N and H are normal k-M-subsemigro때s 01 an M

semz.grozφ G such that NCH, then 

G _ G/N 
H- H/N 

THEOREM 2. 12. (Second isomorphism theorem). Let G1 and G2 be M-sμbsemi

groups 01 an M-sem(group G such that G1 is related to G2, G2<JG1G2, and G1’ 
G2 are k i1z G1G2. Then 

(1) (G1ncZ) 이G1’ (2) G1G2/G2즈G/G1nG2• 

3. SoIvable M-semigroups 

Solvable groups are usualIy appIied to Galois theory. However, they form a 

Iarge class of groups of purely group-theoretical interest as weIl. ConsequentIy, 
the soIvable semigroup is aIso interesting. The concept of a solvable M-semi

group wilI be the same as that of a soIvable group. However, to establish the 

results about solvable M-semigroups that are valid for soIvable groups, atten

tion mUSI be paic1 to the conditions placed on the normaI M-subsemigroups. 

DEFINITION 3. 1. A normal series for an M -semigroup G is a chain of M

subsemigrou ps 

G=G。그G1그…그Gn= {1} 

such that Gi+ 1이Gi for each i. The quotients G/Gi+1 are called the lactors 0] 

the series and the number of strict inclusions is called the length 01 the series. 

If each Gi+1 is a k-subsemigroup of Gi, the series is called a normal k-series. 

DEFINITION 3. 2. A normal series 

G=G。그G1그…그Gn= {1} 

is caIled solvable if it is a k-series with abelian factors. 

DEFINITION 3.3. An M-semigroup G is said to be solvable if it has a solvable 

senes. 

Now we are ready to extend some of the resuIts concerning. solvable groups 
to solvable semigroups. 

THEOREM 3.4. 11 G ;s a solvable M-semtOgroμ:p and H z's an M -subsemigroκp 
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..01 G, then H z"s solvable. 

PROOF. Let G=G。그G1::J ... ::JGn= {1} be a solvable series for G and consider 
the series 

H=HnG。그HnG1그…그HnGn= {1}. 
Since Gi十 lCGi， it is clear that Gi is closely related to Gi+1 fo1' each z'. 

Thus, HnGi, being an M-subsemigroup of Gi, is related to Gi+1• Now it 

follows from the series being a normal k-series, that Gi+ 1이(HnGi)Gi+ l and 

that HnGi, Gi+1 are k in (HnGi)Gi+1. 

Consequently, by theorem 2.12. (Second isomorphism theorem) , HnGi+1= 

(HnGi)nGi+l이HnGi and 

( H「1Gi - HnGi ~ (HnGi)Gi+1 ~ Gi 
H꺼결+1 → (HnGi)nGt+1 = Gi+I 」경갑1 . 

Since G/Gi+1 is abeIian, it follows that HnG/HnGi+1 is abeliεn. Conse
quently, the series for H is a normal k-series with abeIian factors. The1'efo1'e 

H is a solvable M-semigroup. 

The above theo1'em indicates that solvable M-semigroups may be fo1'med 
f1'om M-subgroups of known solvable M-semig1'oups. The next theo1'em tells 
us when the homomorphic image of a solvable M-semig1'oup is a solvable 
j'vJ -semigroup. 

THEOREM 3.5. Let G and G be M-semigrouþs and {}: G• G be an onto semi

maximal homomorþhz'sm. 11 G has a solvable series suclz that ker {} is contained 

in each non-trz'vial term 01 tlze series, then G z's solvable. 

PROOF. Let G=G。그G1그…그G，z= {1} be a solvable se1'ies fo1' G such that ke1' 

{} is contained in each non-t1'ivial term of this series and consider the scries G 

=G。그G1그…그Gn = {1}, where Gi=G껴. By theorem 2.8 (Correspondence theo
rem) , this series is a normal k-series. By theorem 2.10 (First isomorphism 
theorem) , G/Gi + 1르G껴/Gi+ 1θ=G/Gi+ 1• Since G/Gi+1 ;s abelian, so is G/Gi+1. 

Coasequently, the series is a solvable series and G is solva싱ê. 

THEOREM 3.6. Let G be a solvable M-semz'grov.p and H is a n01’ mal M

subsemigroμ:þ 01 G. 11 G has a solvable serz"es z'n μ，hich H z's a term , thcll G/ H 

is solvable. 

PROOF. Let η :G• G/H be the natural map. Then η is a semimaximal homo

,morphism. Now let 

G=G。그Gl=3--·그Gt=H그G"+l그…그Gp= {1} 
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be the solvable series containing H. Then H is k in G, since this series is 

:solvable, and it follows that ker η=H. Since η is onto, theorem 2.8 (Corres

pondence theorem) gives a one-to-one correspondence between the k-M-subsemi
groups of G containing H and the k-M-subsemigroups of G/H. Now by theorem 

2.9 (Lattice theorem) , 

G/H=Go/H그G/H그…그G，/H=H/H= {1} 

~s a normal k-series for G/ H. It fo lIows from CoroIIary 2. 11 that 
GjH 

G/Gi + 1르7순수「:r 
i+l 

’Consequently, 

solvable. 

Gz/H 
Gi +1/ H 

is abelian and the series is solvable. Therefore G/H is 

THEOREM 3.7. 11 G is aη M -semigroup a1Zd H is a 1Z ormαl M-subsemigγouþ 01 
.G sμch that H and G/ H are solνable， then G is solvable. 

PROOF. Since H and G/H are solvable, there are solvable series 

G/H그M1그M2그…그Mn= {1} =H 
;and 

H=H。그H1그…그Hm= {1}. 
By the Lattice theorem, each M i is of the form M/H where M i is a normal 

k-M-subsemigroup of G containing H. Since Mi+l이Mi . it fo lIows that M싸 l이 
J깐. Now 1\깐/Mi +1 is abelian and it foIIows from corollary 2.11 that 

__ .__ MjH 
M/Mi+l= 개7上7균{르M/Mi+l 

i+l 
;and MjM;" is abelian. Hence i+l 

G=Mo=>Ml그…그Ma=H 
ås a solvable series from G to H. Consequently, 

G=M。그M1그…그Mt， =H그HI3--·그Hm= {1} 

iis a solvable series for G. Therefore, G is solvable. 

THEOREM 3.8. Let G1 and G2 be solvable λ，f-sμbsemigrouþs 01 G, G1 and G2 
,be related, G2<J G1G2, and G1, G2 be k in GP2' 11 G1 has a solvable series in 

‘which G1nG2 is a term , then G1G2 z's solvable. 

PROOF. By the second isomorphism theorem, GlnG2<JGl and G1G2/G2츠G/G1 
:nG2. By theorem 3.6, GriG • nG2 is solvable. Thus G1G2/G2 is .solvable. But 
갑2 is solvable and G2이G1G2• Consequently, theorem 3.7 gives that G1G2 is 
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solvable. 

These theorems indicate that under certain conditions we can constructr 

solvable semigroups in practically the same manner as solvable groups are, 
constructed. 

4. Short exact sequences of M -semigroups 

For the remainder of the paper all semigroups will be written additively and 

the trivial semigroup having one element is denoted by 0 instead of {O}. 

DEFINI옆DN 4. 1. Let 
ak-l 

.. • Gk+ l 
aHl 

.G
k 

αi 

.Gk- 1 .Gk - 2•… 

be a Sequence of M-semigroups and semimaximal homomorphisms with normal 

kernels. The sequence is called an exact seque:zce if Im αi+l=ker αi for eachJ. 
A short exact sequence is an exact sequence of the form 

a β 

0 • G1• G2• G3• O. 

Observe that we are requiring that aIl homomorphisms be semimaximal. 

LEMMA 4.2. Let 
a β 

O• G1• G2 .G3• 0 

óe a slwrt exact sequence. Then α is one-to-one and β is onto. 
α 

PRODF. Since 0 -• Gl• G2 is exact, ker α=0. Now suppose gl 'X =g2α. Since' 
α is semimaximal, g 1 十 ker α ng2十ker α낯rþ. But ker α=0. Consequently gl +0' 

ng2+ O= {gl} n {g2} 낯rþ and it follows that gl =g2' Therefore α is one-to-one. 
g 

Since G2-• G3• o is exact, 1m β=ker O=G3 and β is onto. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let 
g β 

O• G1• G2• G3• O 

óe an exact seqμence. Theη 

(i) If G2 has a solvable series containing im α， then G1 and G3 are solvable. 

(ü) If G1 and G3 are solvable, then G2 is solvable. 

PROOF. (i) Suppose G2 has a solvable series containing 1m α. N ow by lemma! 

4.2, α is one-to-one. By exactness, 1m α=ker ß. Consequently, G1츠ker ß. But. 

ker β이G2 and it follows from theorem 3.4 that ker β is. sol:vable. Therefore~ 
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G1 is solvable. By lemma 4.2, ß is onto. Thus theorem 2.7 gives that Gl' 
kerß르G3• But theorem 3.6 gives that G2/kerß is solvable. Therefore G3 is: 

solvable. 

(ii) Suppose G1 and G3 are solvable .. Again we have G1츠ker ß and Gzlker ß 

-==-G3• Consequently, theorem 3.7 gives that G2 is solvable. 

We now construct an example of a solvable M -semigroup and an example of 
an exact sequence of M-semigroups. 

EXAMPLE 4.4. Let K = {x I x is real and 0드X드1} ， H = {x I x is real and 1 <x드 
2}, and G=KUH. Define multiplication in G as fo l1ows: If k1' 한εK and h1’ 
h2εH， then k1十kz=max {k1, k 2}, 111 十 h2 =max {lt1' h2} and k 1 +hl =hl十k1 =max
{k1 + 1, h1}. If M =rþ, then it is clear that (G , M , +) is an abeIian operator 
semigroup with an identity. 1t is also clear that K and L= {O, I} are k-M

subsemigroups of G. For if k 1, k 1 +kZεK， then k 1+kZ=k1 or k1 +씬=kz. If k 1 

+kz=kz, then kZεK since k1 +k2εK. If k1 +한=한 then k2드k1 and it follows 
that k2εK. 1n either case k2든K and it follows that K is a k-M-subsemigrouJf 

of G. Since G is abelian, it is clear that the series G그K그L그o is a normal 
k-series of length three. lt is also clear that the factors G/ K = {K. H} 즈L and 
K/L= {K} 르o are abelian. Consequently, the series is a solvable series and G 

is solvable. Now define a mapping η :G• L by η(g)=O if gεK and 77(g)=l if 

gεH. Suppose g 1' g2εG. If g 1' g2εK， then gl十g2든K and it follows that 

η(gl+g2)=O=O+O=η(gl)+η(g2)' If g 1' g2εH， then gl+g2EH and it follows 

that 77(gl+g2)=1=1+1=η(gl) +η(g2). If glεK and g2εH， then gl+g2εH 

and it follows that 17(gl+g2)=1=O+1=η(gl)十η(g2)' Cmsequentìy, η is a 
homomorphism such that ker η=K. Next, suppose η(gl)=η(g2)' Either g 1' g'}. 

εK or g l' g2εH. If g l' g2EK then gl+K= {xεK 냐는gl} and g2+K= {xEK 

Ix는g2} and it follows that gl +kerηng2十kerη:l: rþ. 1f g l' g 2εH， then a similar 

argument shows that gl+ker77ng2+ker η:l: rþ. Consequently, η is a semimaximal 

homomorphism. 1t is clear that the map μ :K• G given μ(k)=k for all kEK 

is a semimaximal homomorphism. Consequently, the sequence 
μ η 

O• K• G• L• O 
i3 exact since μ and η are semimaximal, μ is one-to-one, and 1m μ=K=ker η. 
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